
1.

2. 1 point

Mark only one oval.

A. For a place to hide her stash of drugs

B. For a place to hide her diary

C. For a place to hide extra money to buy drugs

D. For a place to keep all her letters from Roger

3. 1 point

Mark only one oval.

A. Alice knows her grandparents won’t be alive for much longer and since she lives so
far away she wants to try to spend as much time with them as she can.

B. Alice’s family has been struggling with money since they moved. She feels like if she
stays with her grandparents a while longer she will be one less mouth to feed.

C. Alice started a relationship with Roger and knows that if she wants it to last she
needs to stay with her grandparents longer so she can spend more time with Roger.

D. Alice’s grandfather had a heart attack and she feels like she should help out around
the house so that her grandmother can spend her time helping her grandfather recover.

Go Ask Alice Multiple Choice July 13-
November 16
July 13 - November 16

* Required

Your Name: Last, First *

Why does Alice need to buy a metal box with a lock? *

Why does Alice feel obligated to stay with her grandparents and help out? *
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4. 1 point

Mark only one oval.

A. Getting drunk for the first time

B. Having sex for the first time

C. Selling drugs for the first time

D. Getting arrested for the first time

5. 1 point

Mark only one oval.

A. She is worried that she might be pregnant.

B. She is worried that her parents might know she has been using drugs.

C. She is worried that she might get arrested if the police find out she has been selling
drugs.

D. She is worried that she will not see Roger again after he goes to military school.

6. 1 point

Mark only one oval.

A. Roger is at Jill’s party and discovers that Alice is cooler than he originally thought.

B. Roger graduated from high school a year early and ended up going to the same
school where Alice’s dad works.

C. Roger and his family stop by Alice’s grandparents house since they heard her
grandfather had a heart attack.

D. Roger’s military school is in San Francisco where he meets up with Alice and Chris
after they run away from home.

What big step does Alice take with Bill? *

What is Alice worrying about that is keeping her from sleeping and requiring
the doctor to give her sleeping pills and tranquilizers? *

How do Alice and Roger reconnect with each other? *
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7. 1 point

Mark only one oval.

A. Alice is nervous that Roger will hate her family and not want to date her anymore.

B. Alice is scared Roger will dump her when she goes back home and they can’t see
each other as often.

C. Alice is worried Roger will go to military school and find another girl he likes better
than her.

D. Alice is terrified Roger will find out about her recent drug use and sexual encounter
with Bill.

8. 1 point

Mark only one oval.

A. Alice needs a way to make extra money, and she can do that by selling her sleeping
pills to kids at school.

B. Alice needs an escape from her life, and the sleeping pills allow her to have that.

C. Alice needs a way to get Richie to like her and by giving him sleeping pills for free he
seems more interested in dating her.

D. Alice needs more energy and if she takes several pills at once, she has enough
energy to stay alert all day.

What is Alice most worried about in her relationship with Roger? *

Alice gets sleeping pills from her doctor, but admits she doesn’t really need
the sleep. What is it she says she needs instead? *
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9. 1 point

Mark only one oval.

A. Chris is a girl Alice met at a local clothing boutique. The two hit it off and have
become friends.

B. Chris is a boy at Alice’s new school. She really likes him and is trying to get to know
him better in hopes that they can date.

C. Chris is a girl that babysits Alice’s younger brother and sister. She acts sweet and
the family really loves her, making Alice feel like she is losing her place in the family.

D. Chris is a boy that supplies Alice with drugs. Alice gets pot and other drugs from
him to turn around and sell at her school for a profit.

10. 1 point

Mark only one oval.

A. Working at a clothing boutique

B. Working the cash register at a small grocery store

C. Working as a waitress at a local diner

D. Working at an art gallery

11. 1 point

Mark only one oval.

A. Alice has to combine drugs and alcohol to create the perfect high to get her
through the whole day.

B. Alice takes drugs at night to survive work and her parents and then uses the day at
school to come off the high.

C. Alice has to take drugs to keep her alert at school and in social situations and
then tranquilizers to mellow out when she gets home.

D. Alice has to skip classes at school to get some sleep and uses drugs to stay
awake and friendly while at work and in front of her parents.

Who is Chris? *

What is Alice’s first job? *

How does Alice get through the long, stressful days of school and work
while also dealing with her parents when she gets home? *
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12. 1 point

Mark only one oval.

A. Drugs give people a much better high than alcohol.

B. Drugs are easier for teenagers to get than alcohol.

C. Alcohol can be much more addictive than drugs.

D. Alcohol is more expensive than drugs.

13. 1 point

Mark only one oval.

A. Alice feels like her boyfriend, Richie, needs her help. She decides not to go to
college so she can help him earn money to pay for his medical degree.

B. Alice feels like school is too hard and not worth the effort. She likes the job she
already has and figures she can work there for the rest of her life.

C. Alice knows that if she goes to college her dad will know everything she does
since he is a professor. She decides to skip college and have more privacy from her
parents.

D. Alice knows that college will cost a lot of money. If she uses the money she has
saved, she can get a cool apartment and buy a lot of drugs.

14. 1 point

Mark only one oval.

A. Her sister’s friends

B. Her little brother

C. Elementary school students

D. Homeless people

According to Alice’s friend, why do more kids prefer drugs to alcohol? *

Why does Alice decide not to go to college? *

Alice begins to sell drugs to help her boyfriend earn money. Who does she
sell drugs to that makes her feel really guilty and upset? *
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15. 1 point

Mark only one oval.

A. Alice and Chris are always high. They have no money for rent and live on the
streets.

B. Alice and Chris have made several friends and are on their way to opening their
own clothing boutique. They both couldn’t be happier away from home.

C. Alice and Chris fight all the time. The two hardly get along and are trying to find
separate apartments.

D. Alice and Chris live in a small, dirty apartment. They both work very hard all day
long and are living life very differently than they expected.

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.

Describe the life Alice and Chris are living in San Francisco. *
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